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The Climate of Formation
efore delving deeply into the complex issue of Franciscan formation,
it would be helpful to clarifi, rhe terms master, education and,

forruation.

The term Master commonly applies to someone who possesses
ideals, knowledge and values and who, either from natural aptitude or from
adequate preparation, is in a position to communicate in a formative
manner, proposing "a form" and providing it with a specific shape.

Pedagogy has a more staric meaning. It indicates a structured
science, concerning theories, methods and problems relative to education.
Scientific pedagogy-as with experimental psychology, sociology and
cultural anthropology-is one of sciences that has come to the fore in recent
times, beginning with Rousseau (t1778), Pestalozzi (t1827), Herbart
(tl84l), and others.

Education has a dlmamic content, indicating initiatives for
educating according to precise objectives implying the polyvalent
development of the individual or, at the personal level, providing the key for
social integration. One of the tasks of education is to provide the
opportunity for lively debate among qualified teachers and technicians in the
Academy

We are interested in the precise meaning of the term formation.
This term has a wider and general content. It is a total process, presented in
stages, whose purpose is fullness and fulfillment. Developing one's own
potential within a model socio-cultural atmosphere, the human person is
perfected through acquiring qualities, habits, modes of thought and ways of
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behaving in such a way that they become part and parcel of his daily life. A
solid theory of formation must indicate the objectives, identifiz the available
resources and delineate the most effective procedures. It must make use of
appropriate contributions from other sciences. It must also delineate the
stages of the formative process.

Authentic formation must involve the assimilating subject who is
molded and so acquires, like a second nature, a constellation of operative

quaiities and attitudes.

Although some authors identifi, the content of formation with
education, today formation more frequendy is identified with the gradual
result ofthe educational process.

In the old handbooks and treatises of spiritual theology (pedagogy),

the art (education) and objectives (formation) of human development were
included under the :utle De Christiana Perfectione, which implies the entire
formative journey in a natural setting under the direction of an educator as

well as under the guidance ofgrace.

Obviously, every educator didactically knows the means for
attaining ideal objectives which arise from an accurate understanding of
reality and particularly from the metaphysics of humankind. Educational
stages help an individual to discover and develop the best ways to realize the

potential of the human person in order to better achieve humankind's
destiny in the world. Pedagogy presupposes an answer to the question: who
is wolman and how does s/he achieve his or her destiny.

In the light of Francis's thought, Franciscan philosophers and

theologians respond that the scope of education is "to form Christ in
humankind" or "to form humankind according to the pattern of Christ."

The Bonaventurean inspired work The Six Wings of a Seraph

delineates the objective of education when the author writes: "The superiors

must adapt themselves to the persons entrusted to them in order to present

them with the form of Christ, that is, to imprint in them the life and

doctrine of Christ, so that the students not only grasp His spirit, but also

imitate His virtues" (V 9).

Saint Francis not only proposed looking to the Gospel as a map for
this journey but he valued human resources and created reality as well.

In summary, then, the formative process implies: (a) values to be

transmitted; (b) objectives to be attained; (c) methods to be identified and
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adopted;(d) qualityways of proceeding. This is to be accomplished through
concrete action, by which the educator makes use of suitable means and
adequate ways to present predetermined formative values in a plan with
precise objectives.

Sources of Franciscan Pedagogy

All of Francis's writings and his biographies reveal a rich range of
explicit and implicit educational values, developed from his formation, good
sense, natural intuition and sincere faith.

I am not going to digress to examine the pedagogical content of his
individual writings. This would be an interesting and substantial task for
someone who desires to fill in the grave lacunae. This would require
adequate articulate treatment. For the moment, such a study is only a desire.
So I will limit myself to some references.

Francis's Letters and Rules are truly pedagogically formative tools,
filled with human wisdom and divine inspiration. They are norms for living,
directives, counsels, exhortations which are both moving and idealistic,
addressed to friars, nuns and the laity, individually and fraternally.

From these and his other writings, Francis clearly gives us a portrait
of the disciple he wanted to form and which values he wished to transmit.
The biographies and the chronicles contribute widely to our knowledge of
the content, objectives and pedagogical strategies ofthe Poverello.

The reflections and numerous elaborations in authors of the
Franciscan School are also revelatory of the depth of Francis's formative
intuitions. I record here only some Franciscans who, either for governing
purposes or for reasons of instruction or for shaping the ministry, have
occupied themselves with educational concerns, at least indirectly. While St.
Francis was still living, those responsible for the movement occupied
themselves with identifying the conrent of formation and planning
appropriate methods for guaranteeing the solid formation of candidates.

These formators worked to reconcile the charismatic impulses of
the Franciscan origins with their emerging needs which arose from the rapid
growth of the movement, its increased apostolic horizons and the evolution
of its mentality.
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The Franciscan masters worked in this environment. While they

doubdessly numbered in the hundreds, perhaps even thousands, we will
allude only to those works which have survived the test of time.

First we will consider those authors of the Legends and of
Chronicles who wrote to inform and form both the Franciscans and all

Christian people. They are more or less well-known figures whose writings
are of varied importance today.

In the l23l/32 Julian of Speyer (t1250) composed the Officium

Rbythrrricum S. Francisci, which can be considered the first pedagogical

attempt at Franciscan liturgical music.

Legenda Wrsificata S. Francisci (1232/3+) of Henry D'Avranches,
who, while not a Franciscan, wrote a Franciscan-inspired work in l4 books

ar.d 2585 F:[exemeters. We are in the presence of grand religious poems that
educate through poetry and so pleasantly introduce one to the epic of the

spirit.

The Franciscan masters wrote a wide variety of formative material
which includes:

- Alexander of Hales (t1245), among whose writings we recall the
Saruma Uniaersae Tbeologiae (ed. Quarrachi).

David of Augsberg (t1272), who wrote about ascetical formation,
for example De Exteriorls et Interioris Hominis Compositione (ed. Quaracchi).

Bonaventure of Bagnoregio (t1274), who wrote many formative
works, among them De triplici Via (the qualities of an exemplary disciple);

hinerarium Mentis in Deunr (reading creation through philosophical and

mystical lenses); the sermon Christas Unuru Ornniunr. Magister; the

Breuiloquium (a theological and biblical guide for students); and others.

- Corrado of Saxony (t1279), Speculum... (ed. Quaracchi), a work
whose purpose is to form a person through Marian spirituality.

Gilbert of Tourneau (1 1284), who wrote Tractatas de Pace (ed.

Quaracchi); Eruditio Regurn et Principum (1259); De Modn Addiscendi (1262),

which is the third part of a vast pedagogical compilation called

"Erudimentum Doctrinae," which is a voluminous anthology neatly
presenting sayings from previous authors. IJnfortunately the work seems to
ignore the Franciscan innovative phenomenon even in the educational field.
In any case, this citizen of Tourneau is the first Franciscan teacher who
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intentionally deals with the entire scope of education, namely its efEcient,
formal and material causes.

Roger Bacon (tlz92), with his Opus Maius and other works
(education to naturalism and the universality of knowledge).

John Duns Scotus (t1108): whose Reportationes Parisienses and
Ord.inatio, his Oxford Opus, are monuments of doctrine and gentility, the
result of intense and often original teaching.

Raymond Lull (f 1316), whose 280 authentic worls have survived.
They are often ponderous, representing an encyclopedic world and an
educational campaign on all fronts (theological, philosophical, ascetical,
linguistic, educational, scientific and mathematical). These works are
addressed to Franciscans, ecclesiastics, Christian people, Jews, and Muslims.

- Bernardine of Siena (t1444), that great educator of the popular
MASSCS.

- Gregory Girard (11850), one of the pioneers of scientific
pedagogy.

The list of Franciscan teachers, scholars, and animators of the
Franciscan formative process is nearly limitless. One could easily get lost
among so many persons with such a wealth of values.

Francis, Master of Formation

Certainly Francis of fusisi cannot be numbered among the scholars
and specialists of the formative process. He did not possess the tools which
are indispensable to theoretically reflect on formative practices. On the
contrary, Francis loved to define himself as "homo sine litteris," an illiterate
and uncultivated man (EpCap 50).

Formation promotes the integral development of the human person

through a working agreement between formator and the one being formed
who is aware of his self-determination. It must recognize that Saint Francis
was a formator "sui generis." He realized and even exceeded the objectives
of human development, reaching to the sources of the Absolute. Though he

did not specialize in scholasticism, Francis actively and progressively

possessed solid values in abundance. These actions fashioned a completely
integral human person, as J. Maritain observed in his work Integral
Flurnanism.
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Moreover, once he discovered that his vocation was to live the
Gospel, Francis intentionally became a formator of his brothers and
followers, teaching them by word and example, guiding them with personal
attention, writing rules of life, letters and prayers for them. It is appropriate,
then, to see Francis as a ttmaster."

At this point a question spontaneously arises: where did Francis
discover this rich formative patrimony and from where did he receive the
ability to transmit it in an educational way?

The Cultural Formation of Francis

A satisfactory answer regarding the purpose of formation comes
from Francis'writings as well as from the numerous medieval biographies.

Through an analysis of the corpus of Francis's writings, we can
easily discover his discreet cultural preparation. This is seen not only
through the contents of these writings but also through their literary form,
presented in a language that is simple and spontaneous, essential and

effective, and sometimes animated by a lively poetic sharpness and mystical
impulse.

We should not be deceived by the fact that Francis referred to
himself as "simple and idiotic, an ignorant man." This was due more to
humility than to any objective appraisal.

A look at the social, cultural and religious atmosphere in which the
young Francis matured could be illuminating. Long the tormented city of
the Middle Ages, fusisi napped in a deep incubation. But with the
restoration of the Commune in 1198, there was an awakening. It was like a

new spring, when all nature, recharged during the lethargic winter, exploded

in renewed vital manifestations! fu it flourished, its economic well-being
brought about its demographic growth. With juvenile audacity it possessed a

gallant and warlike spirit. Along with new commercial realities and its
dynamic social life, there was a need for a more adequate formation.

Medieval scholastic institutions operated mainly in the world of
ideas, without concern for service beyond their boundaries. Very few
enjoyed the privilege of cultural initiation, especially in the small centers and

above all in the country. The more fortunate people learned to write, to
keep accounts and to carry out some practical activities. Boys also learned
Latin for cultural expression and universal language. In centers with at least
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a thousand inhabitants, monks or priests taught lessons during free time
without the obligation of regular participation.

The first cycle of scholastic formation went from approximately 7
to 12 years of age, when an advanced quinquennium began, structured by
the schema of the trivium and quadrivium.

The cultural formation of Francis remained within the first cycle. It
seems to have been very fragmentary. But his natural and infused gifts
compensated for his limited acquired formation.

There have been a sufficient number of recent studies that have
adequately illustrated Francis's cultural status. I refer to some of these
without repeating things already written. For practical reasons, I summarize
the factors that have determined the formative journey of Saint Francis of
Assisi:

(A) In Francis those elements which constitute the cultural humus
of his familiar social and religious atmosphere meet.

(B) Francis Iearned elementary Latin from the priest who was
pastorally responsible for the chapel of Saint George (cf LM 1,1).

(C) Francis automatically assimilated the chivalrous mentality that
pervaded the ranks ofthe bourgeoisie ofwhich he was a part.

(D) From his encounter with the Gospel he learned an eminent
knowledge ofJesus Christ (cf Phil 3.8), who entered Francis'life and called
him to share His own experience. Francis reached the fullness of his
formation through this Christological key. Francis became the master of
many sons and daughters which makes him the perfect disciple of Christ.

(E) His enchantment with nature which begun with the immense
Umbrian valley framed by mountains that created a multi-colored and
evocative scene and fulfilled among the horizons of the entire universe, was
indelibly imprinted in his soul.

@) The teachings of the Church exercised a healthy influence on
Francis's formation. They illuminated his convictions and oriented his
operative choices.
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Francis, permanendy formed as a disciple of Christ in the school
of the Gospel

St. Bonaventure writes that Francis "had learned great things from
the supreme Master. It was usual for him to zealously search for ways to
serve God more perfectly, so as to please F{im more. This was the height of
his philosophy, this was his greater desire as long as he lived: to ask the wise

and the simple, the perfect and the imperfect, the young and the old what
was the way to more virtuously reach the height of perfection." (LM 12.2)

and "Francis, servant and truly faithful minister of Christ, wanting to
complete all things with fidelity and perfection, strained to practice above all
those virtues that he knew his God truly appreciated, as he had learned from
the Holy Spirit's inspiration"(LM l2.l).

"It was always a new beginning. He was more and more prepared

for every spiritual exercise"(2Cel 159). "He never paused in the race towards
perfection..."(2Cel 210). "He was a man of great courage. He did not want
anyone to pass him on the way of Christ, but rather he wished to precede

everyone," writesJordan of Giano (Chronicle 10).

Francis lived intensely. He was tireless in his purpose of renewal so

that "he always hoped to begin," that is, "he constandy thought to undertake

a way toward higher perfection" and he exhorted his brothers in the same

way, saying: "Brothers, let us begin..."(lCel 103)'

There must not be definite pauses in the course of formation.

Rather the course must constantly be propelled by new forces. His first
biographer asserted that Francis "judged that not to advance was to retreat"
(2Cel 159). "He was already a man consumed with perfection and yet he

always thought himself to be a beginner," Julian of Speyer wrote. "He put
all his energy into the future..."([ita 59).

"I must instruct the friars, who are or will be in the Order, by -y
behavior." (AP 61). Example is effective no less than words and knowledge!

Francis clearly had an educational principle that is being recovered

among contemporary educators: permanent formation, that is, to be in
formation, growing enriched, all of one's life.

Educational methodology of Francis

In his legislative writings and letters, Francis very rarely used

imperative forms, preferring persuasion and proposals. He was a human
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guide who also echoed the divine voice. Like every seasoned educator, the
Poverello perceived the dignity of the human person and the call to
communion with God in his disciples. The person being educated is not an
inert object, like the marble of sculptors or the clay of ceramists. Formative
action respects the personality of the disciple so that the individual fulfills
the plan for his or her own vocation.

Not being a specialist on pedagogical theories (as we have already

shown), Francis resolved the debate that raged five centuries later between

proponents of self-education and the master-educators, who operated from
outside the individual and treasured their own theoretical and practical
competence, stimulating and orienting the native energies of those being
educated, carrying them to new levels of development. The intrinsic
perfection of human individuals develops inner virtue, thanLs to external
factors. The outcome of this harmonious interplay of agents is the person

fully developed, homo perfectus.

The values proposed by the teacher become assimilated and

personalized. The uninitiated, now educated qualitatively, make

spontaneous choices, since they received formational values which are now
fused and amalgamated in their personalities like second nature.

Francis desired that the friars, laity and rulers of the people behave

liberally, spontaneously, and sincerely, according to the Gospel. As long as

external pressure is at work and virtuous habits have not matured, one does

not have perfect obedience, true and loving obedience, and one is not truly
poor nor a trlte peacemaker, nor is one a bearer of the fragrant words of our
LordJesus Christ with humility and love.

Francis was a good master because he was a good disciple of Christ,
which He did not impose, but proposed: "if you want..." Not for nothing
does the Regula non bullata 1, after proposing the evangelical life and the

following of the divine Master, immediately recalls some indicative passages:

"If you want to be perfect... " (Mt. 19,21); "if someone wants to follow me...

" (Mt 16.24); "if anyone is to come to me..." {-k. A.26); "whoever leaves-.."

(Mk. 10.2e).

Francis was always careful about the human and spiritual grourth of
his disciples. He lovingly guided them, delicately and non-intrusively
followed their stages, fearfully observed their joyful moments of success,

intuited and anticipated their needs, attended to and respected the rhythms
of their journey. He left space for personal inventiveness, desiring that each
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person seek the best way to please our Lord (cf Epleo 3). He adapted his
educational activities to his disciple. So Francis' perspective anticipated
modern, personalized pedagogy. Each person is guided in realizing his or
her best development from both nature and grace. Each person develops
according to his or her graced personality.

Francis loved to compare the formator to "a mother," always ready
to lovingly grasp all the children the Lord has given to him.

The Sources often reveal the fact that Francis formed his brothers
less by words than by example, which deeply affected his disciples, making
him a master and model of lifel

In his formative relationships with the friars, the laity and even
irrational creatures, Francis followed the way of love rather than force.
Coercive methods which condition and often suffocate the individual's
potential are foreign to his way of thinking. Nevertheless these means
became the panacea of many parents and innumeral masters for many
centuriesl Francis, seeing all creatures through the Gospel's prism,
recognized the image of the Creator in each person who is part of a

providential plan. Each one has to realize his or her own vocation. Each one
is an original "piece" which cannot be placed in standardized frames which
would conceal the richness of one's individuality and identiry.

The formator is God's collaborator in forming the individual's
personality. This must be accomplished without destroying or damaging the
individual's native patrimony of physical gifts and spiritual qualities,
biological and psychological factors, inclinations and attitudes. This unique
combination of diversity makes each person a gift never to be repeated.

Francis's pedagogical genius is confirmed by many episodes in his
life which reveal his attitudes. The biographical sources and even his own
writings testifiz to this. The force of his love is extraordinary. The superior-
master, writes St. Bonaventure, must love those subject to him, if he wants
to effectively achieve his predetermined objectives. The model of such a

methodology of love is the "Chief Shepherd" (lPt 5.4), Jesus Christ, who
"exhibited so much charity and kindness toward us that He became both
lovable and capable of imitation." (De Sex Alis Serapbin, VI. 17). Such love is
not easy to resist! Dante writes "Love which pardons no one who is loved
from loving" (Inf. 5, 103).

Francis formed the friars to receive the poor who remind them of
Christ, made poor out of love: "... when you see someone poor think of him
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in whose name Christ comes, who takes upon Himself our poverty and
infirmity (SP 37).

He wanted his friars to work among and serve the marginalized. He
wanted them to have confidence in Providence and so to seek alms with a

free and generous heart. He also wanted them to be given both to
contemplation and mission, always humbly and obediendy available.

He was even more daring in his pedagogy when he recommended

to the friars that "Anyone who comes to them, friend or foe, thief or
burglar, is to tre received with kindness" (RegNB 7.15). Amazingly this
exhortation does not revolve around beautiful words and laudatory
recommendations, as if it applies only occasionally. Francis found many
occasions to put these directives into practice and he wanted his disciples to
do the same, as the episode of the three robbers of Montecasale illustrates
(cfSP 66; LP 90; Fior 26).

Yet it is frequently more difficult to be kind and charitable towards

those with whom one lives. Francis, knowing this, was most realistic. For
this reason he insisted on healthy dynamics to regulate the life of the
fraternity and the relationships among his disciples: "I counsel... I admonish
and exhort my friars, in the Lord Jesus Christ, that, when they go about the
world, they do not litigate... nor judge others, but that they are meek,

peaceful and modest, gentle and humble... " (RegB 3.11-12). Indeed, the

friars "in any place they find themselves, should spiritually, lovingly and

mutually honor one another without backbiting" (RegNB 7.16).

Everyone should try to understand his neighbor's fragility (cf Adm
18) and have large doses of mercy towards those who have sinned (cf

EpMinl4). The friars should always be lighthearted in the Lord (Phil 4.4),

publicly denouncing every appearance of sadness (cf RegNB 7, 17-18;2Cel
128).

The formative content of Francis's pedagogy, then, is versatile yet

significant, sv/eet yet strong, old yet always new, obligatory yet full of
mysterious fascination.

Francis is justifiably characterized as "a master of integral life," that

is, a fulI life with human and divine dimensions. He practiced what he taught

and wrote. He was and remains a model and master. A lived pedagogy is

capable of transmitting values which effectively affect the personality of the

one being educated.
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Francis, Master of Evangelical Life
In the Testament of 1226, in which Francis takes a retrospective

look at his spiritual history, he observed that "after that the Lord gave me
brothers, nobody showed what was mine to do, but Highest Himself
revealed to me that I should live according to the form of the holy Gospel"
(Test 16-17).

Francis proposed to his first companions that they gather together
in church to discern what the Gospel required of them. In the triple opening
of the sacred book, the Lord manifested His will: the brothers were to
embark upon an experience of the evangelical life (L3S 29;2Cel 15; LM
3.3).

St. Bonaventure recalled that "the servant of the Most High did not
have any other guide in this new experience, only Christ Himself (LM 2.1).
Because Francis was not "t deaLf listener of the Gospel" (lCel 22), he could
be a master to his brothers for "he taught what he had learned and he
happily finished what he had begun," ernphasized Celano (lCel 23). He was
both disciple and master! Effective masters are themselves humble disciples
in a fertile atmosphere of learning and teaching.

Francis encountered Christ in the school of the Gospel, where
creation meets as brother and sister. Franciscan pedagogy hinges on the
Christ of the Gospel. For himself as well as his present and future disciples,
Francis wrote a rule of life which was "above all composed of expressions

drawn from the Gospel" (lCel 32;cf also Test 18). His pedagogy reasserted

itself. when he proposed "to follow the doctrine and example of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (R b 1.2). Our life is this, namely "to observe the holy Gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ " (RegB 1.1). The entire Regala non Bullata
introduced an educational journey woven of evangelical themes which
inspired and molded the entire apostolic lifestyle of the disciples. The Rules
and Letters of Francis constituted both a pedagogical and ascetical text,
arising from personal experience and formative norms for disciples called to
perfection. The Letter to All tlte Faithful is replete with references to the
"fragrant words of our Lord" (2EpFid 2), which forms the complete person.

The Admonitiozs enlighten this formative process, revealing Francis

to be both master and father in forming his followers, individually and

fraternally. He proposed and articulated a wide range of formative values,

garaered ftom the Gospel and elatrorated with charismatic intuition.
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A gospel-centered formation molded Francis and influenced his
disciples. The Poverello was always "ready to practice and to teach the
Gospel (LM 4.1). "He was tireless in exhorting the trrothers to the faithful
observance of the Gospel and Rule" (I-3S 57). '... With the Lord's aid, I
want to observe and realize in my behavior the ideal that God has revealed
to me for the salvation of my spirit and for the good of my brothers" (LP
6e).

Francis possessed a joyful need to travel the Gospel road in guiding
his disciples. He instructed, educated, admonished, relieved, shared and
encouraged with love "in order to render everyone perfect in Christ " (Col
1.28).

It is this authentic humanism that promotes the development of the
person both horizontally and vertically, effectively utilizing conrributions
from human and divine sciences. In this Francis is the unparalleled master.

Ecclesial [Iorizons

Francis, bearer of great values and coherent testimonies, did not
only present himself as irreprehensible before all (cf Tb 10, 13; 2Cor 6.4),
but he also emitted an extraordinary and engaging appeal. Julian of Speyer
tells us that his sermons were "able to intimately penetrate hearts and to
strongly evoke emotions among his listeners (7ital6). "scholars were
amazed at his forceful words, knowing full well that, while he had no
command over others, crowds of nobles and commoners, rich and poor ran
after him, turning to him like a star on a dark night. He offered wholesome
instructions at every level no matter the person's age, social condition or sex,

providing appropriate norms adapted to each one's life"ffita23).

"Truly a catholic and apostolic man, when he preached, he above all
admonished everyone to observe fidelity to the Roman Church," Julian of
Speyer clearly indicates (Vita 2 8; Rhythmic Office, hymn of first vespers, 1).

Francis lived at a time when there were many heretical currents
mounted against the Church. Nevertheless Francis remained solidly in
relationship with "the holy Roman Church Roman" QCel 24). He also
instructed his followers to do the same since they are "always subjects at the
feet of the same holy Church" (RegB 12).

There are numerous passages in his writings as well as in other
sources that concern the Church-Pope, bishops, clergymen, people of
God-that we cannot refer to here.
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Social approaches

Francis was masterful with people. Besides educating his disciples to
fidelity to the Church, he also formed them to be sensitive to their social
milieu, instilling in them a sense of service and responsibility for
involvement in society in the spirit of fraternal solidarity. I do not simply
mean the "societas ecclesiae" (or the Church) nor even only "societas
fraternitatis" (or the community). I refer to civil society, properly to that
sector which caught the attention of the Poverello. Francis first of all
provoked a social consciousness for the care of the neglected, who do not
have voices. These included lepers, the poor, and sinners. He wrote "to all
mayors and consuls, magistrates and rulers" because they should be
authentically religious, giving "to the Lord much honor among the people"
entrusted to them. He also addressed "all religious, clerics and lay
Christians, male and female"(lEpFid l), proposing words that "are spirit
and life "$n 6.63) because they come from the Lord.

Francis never threatened but rather presented himself as "small and
despised." He invited people to remember and to think. He respectfully
appealed to them and blessed those who listened (EpRect). FIis manner of
proceeding was delicate and soft, hopeful and loving.

Francis educated all people, regardless oftheir social status, to avoid
violence and to strive for peace, to practice justice and mercy, to overcome
rivalry and enmity with love. He specified the tasks and the limits of
authority, put everyone on guard against cupidity and avarice, admonished
them against pride, and exhorted them to confidence and joy.

He developed a program of social formation, consisting of values

and action, which would bring out the best in all people.

Francis not only called people to the Reign of God but he also

wanted them to be in harmonious relationship with all creation. For Francis

nature, in its multiformed beauty, became part of the educational process.

The Poverello saw the seal of the Divine Author in every creature. Every
creature is a step rising to Delight Itself through thought and love. So he

lovingly and devoutly conversed with all creation in a way never heard of
before (cf 2Cel 165). This attitude, discovered in the Bible and arising
within the sensitive heart, is part of the inheritance of all Franciscans and

even all people o[ every time.

To document this, numerous texts from "the Canticle of Creation"
to many passages in the biographies could be recalled. Suffice it to refer to 2
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Celano 165-17 1. To satis$, curiosity I will recall some meaningful episodes.
For example, Francis recommended to the friars who cut firewood out of
domestic necessity not to cut down the entire tree since it could grow nev/
buds (2Cel 165). He ordered the gardener to leave the edges of the garden
uncultivated so that grass could take root and the flowers could blossom
wildly. Then they would sing of "how beautiful is the Father of all creation"
(ZCel 165). He also wanted a special flowerbed in the garden for aromaric
flowers and plants which anticipate eternal sweetness. The Poverello also
wanted to implore the emperor to proclaim an edict making it a crime to
capture strqrlarks. He also wanted mayors and lords of the castles ordered to
throw grain everywhere for the birds and to gives abundant food to brothers
oxen and asses on Christmas Day. Above all on that day, he wanted the poor
cared for by the well-off people (cf LP 110).

What pedagogical candor rhere is in this dream for a truly Christian
sociery that is both human and ecological!

Francis is a master of prayer

Since Francis prayed in a most original way, the friars asked him to
teach them to pray. Francis encouraged them to use an evangelical style and
he exhorted them to pray without pretensions. "The friars docilely put in
practice his exhortation as if it were a command. \44ren they caught a

glimpse of a church in the distance, they prostrated themselves, adoring
God as they had been taught to do" (Julian of Speyer, Yita 27).

For Francis "assiduous prayer is a sure shelter," noted Julian of
Speyer yet again fl/ita 57). He prayed to know the will of God. He also
prayed for himself and his companions in the search of the divine plan (AP
10), inquiring "with the insistence of prayer" whether to attend exclusively
to contemplation or to also choose the active life (LM 2.5).

Francis not only prayed in this manner until he seemed "a living
prayer" (2Cel 95), but he was also solicitous in forming his disciples to living
prayer that was persevering, personal and ecclesial, fervent and always new.
He was a master not of formulas but cf experiences of prayer. Through
word and example, Francis taught that prayer-woven of thoughts, words,
gestures and the heart (EpCap 6.52)-is not limited to determined places

such as a house or church, in solitude or in fraternity, in the woods or in the
streets. Nor is it limited to pre-constituted forms. Rather it is creative. It is
not crystallized in determined ways, but it pours out freely (except for
liturgica prayer to some extent). Humble and trusting, insistent and gentle
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prayer is like a dialogue between lovers. Prayer gives voice to all creation
and rises, full of outbursts, to God.

Without lingering too long on this theme, which would demand a

volume, I believe it is legitimate to assert that Francis is model and master of
prayer under all these aspects.

Francis educated to the love and the practice of the virhres

The author of the Mirror of Perfection, echoing lCel 102, affirms
that "Francis, in a certain way identified with his brothers through a burning
love and fervent zeal which he had for their perfection, often thought about
those qualities and virtues which make an authentic Franciscan" (SP 85).

And he signaled a constellation of formative virtues, like faith, love, and the
practice of poverty, simplicity and purity, courtesy and goodness, good
sense, patience, physical and spiritual robustness, true charity, and the like
(Ibid.). Such perfective virtues are not considered separately as in spirituality
or in moral treatises, but they are personified and incarnated in some

characteristic figures: the simplicity of friar Leo, the faith of friar Bernardo,
the charity of friar Ruggero, the patience of friar Juniper, the good sense of
friar Matteo, the gentleness of friar Angelo, the spirit of prayer of friar
Rufino, the contemplation of friar Giles, the strength of friar John, the
distance of friar Lucido, and so on (SP 85).

Thomas of Celano identifies the role of Francis as the master of the
Spirit who works through words and witnessing. "The blessed father Francis
was filled every day with the consolation and grace of the Holy Spirit. He
vigilantly tried to form his disciples with new proposals for life, teaching
them to sure-footedly travel the way of holy poverty and simplicity" (1Cel
26). Natural gifts and grace penetrated and realized the perfection of the
individual, both as a human person and a Christian. The phenomenology of
holiness unites this complex of formative values and their dynamics: values

mature both through the intrinsic development of the person as well as

through the intervention of external agents, such as human educators and

divine masters.

The writings and other sources testi!' to the evidence that Francis,

guided by natural intuition as well as deep faith, showed a loving attention
to development in Christ and to the joy of his spiritual children. He
proposed, interpreted, exhorted, and prayed. He did not pose as a master

but constantly recalled "Christ, the one teacher of us all" as St. Bonaventure
later wrote in the tradition of Clement of Alexandria (The Teacher) and of
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St. Augustine (Concerning the Master, in the year 389). Francis watched
over them and guarded his disciples "with the greatest vigilance" (|ulian of
Speyer, Yita24). Even if "the example and the exhortations" did not always

effectively demonstrate Francis'guidance of his disciples (Cf LP 76), Francis
nevertheless persevered in his work of formation with a loving method,
claiming that "... until the day of my death I will not stop teaching my
brothers to walk the way, which I have shown them, indicated to me by the
Lord, the ideal to which I have formed them" (Lp 76).

InTbe Praises of tbe Virtues, Francis celebrates "Queen wisdom, holy
poverty, holy charity, pure simplicity, holy humility, holy obedience and all
the holy virtues." FIis first biographer specifies that the Saint "personally
and carefully practiced [these virtues] and loved [them] in others" (Cf 2Cel
r 89).

In the Admonitions Francis exhorts his brothers to the practice of
humility, obedience, charity, patience, poverty, mortification, rl€rc/r
repentance, faith, prayer, fidelity to the church; his followers must be

submissive to all, industrious, bearers of joy.

Each of these virtues could be analyzed and widely documented in
the writings and biographies, showing Francis's pedagogical methodology,
the contents of formation and the loving art with which he molded his
disciples. But such an effort would distract us and carry us too far afield.

Francis educated for perfect joy

The message of "Perfect Joy," proposed in the Fioretti 8 and

recounted by other witnesses, is world famous. Inspired in a certain sense by
New Testament sources (cf 1Cor.l3,1-13; cf also Jude l, 2 where the

expression "perfect joy" occurs) arises from the extraordinary evangelical

experience ofFrancis.

The author of the Miruor of Perfection (95-96), reporting that
Francis's perspective on joy and the escape from sadness, explains that:

- 
spiritual joy is both internal and external, that is, it resides in the heart

but manifests itself in expression;

- 
joy arises "from the innocence ofthe heart and the purity of incessant

prayer "l
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- 
joy is contagious: "...if at times I happened to find myself tempted or

depressed, I immediately succeeded in overcoming the temptation and the
depression when I saw my companion's joy which I admired in him. It
refreshed the interior and exterior joy in me." (also LP 97);

- everyone must show himself to be jofrl, since sadness cannot be
reconciled with the vocation of the children of God;

- 
Franciscan joy does not express itself in noise, laughter, idle words or

buffonery, all of which are not edii.ing; rather it manifests itself in a joyful
countenance and fervent manner along with the care and proper interior
disposition to work for the good. In Admonition 25 Francis wrote: "Blessed
is that religious who does not find cheerfulness and joy except in the words
and works of tlre most holy Lord and, by means of these, leads others to
God in good cheer and joy."

Tbe Legend of Perugia (97) asserts that "the highest and most
passionate engagement (of Francis) u/as to possess and preserve *ris spiritual
joy within himself." And remember that the Poverello taught: "If the servant
of God occupies himself with possessing and preserving this inner and outer
joy habitually, a joy that arises from a pure heart, temptations cannot ever
harm them" and "it is not fitting that the servant of God show himself to be
depressed with a countenance harmful to his brother or to another person."

Francis's preoccupation to educate his disciples to "perfect joy" is
discovered in all his writings and biographies.

Pedagogy and the asceticism of creation

Francis knew how to read the traces of the Creator in the great
book of creation. The things of the earth, discovered in the primitive divine
plan and the redemptive event, were brothers and sisters. Every creature is
the work of the same Father and a significant way to the Almighty.
Moreover, all creatures have been redeemed by and reconciled through
Christ (Cf. Col. 1.20).

Francis was mysteriously in tune and communion with animals and
inanimate beings.

He taught his disciples and all people to have a knowledgeable
relationship with all creatures. And not only did he instruct others to praise
the Lord as he praised Him, but he also exhorted every creature to praise

T
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the Creator (cf Julian of Speyer, Yita 37). The sources that indicate this
formative value are nearly limitless.

Francis's work is not limited to objectives of ecological education,
but also embraced mystical initiatives. His entire attitude was permeated
with delicate respect, fascination, dialogue and adoration towards the Father
of all creation (cf 2Cel 165). In his mind, as in every Christian vision,
pedagogy and asceticism united to form the perfect person, a fruitful
grafting ofnature and grace.

Centuries passed before others learned the value of nature as a

formative factor of the integral man. For example, Comenio, Rousseau and
the experience of "the new school." The pedagogical value of this encounter
with nature is extraordinary. Francis educated his disciples to read the
majestic book of creation to contemplate the wonders of a world where
every creature is unique and contributes to the harmony of the cosmos
which speaks the language of its Creator.

The ascetical itinerary and mystical experience cannot avoid this
encounter with the created world, which provides the opportunity for
speculating upon its function and climbing its stairs. All creatures harmonize
their voice, fusing into a symphony of love toward the living God, who is
involved with humankind in solidarity with Jesus Christ, "the firstborn of all
creation" (Col l. l5).

Avoiding the spirit of consumerism (that unfortunately infects our
societyl), Francis never tried to possess and use things, but he conversed
with them "like he spoke to people" (Richerio, 4). He also wanted the friars
to be "subject to every human creature for love of God" (RegNB 16.7).

They in fact are "images, signs, traces, and the presence" of the Creator.

Francis constantly exercised this formative activity with his disciples
so that they would develop a sensitivity toward creatures and would then
begin to learn to read revelation and creation's groaning (cf Rm 8, 19-22).
He recommended that his disciples respect nature as the furnishings of the
sanctuary.

Francis's message in relationship to animate and inanimate
creatures is pioneering. It is ancient yet perennially current, philosophical
and theological, pedagogical and original, ascetical and mystical. He did not
want to be isolated from creatures, escaping from them. Rather he desired to
be in solidarity and communion with all creation in Christ.
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This is the way to form an integral, perfect, Chrisdike human
person. Such a person is rnodeled on the God-man, the universal reconciler.
According to Francis' attitude, this itinerary toward the most high

Good is realized in the fullness of human perfection.

Francis, Promoter of Peace

Made a disciple of Christ and enlightened by the Gospel, Francis
appeared to be " an angel of true peace" (LM, prol.). FIe was invested with
the mission to proclaim to his brothers: "May the Lord give you peace!"

The testimony and announcement of peace are accompanied with a

wise pedagogy of peace. Peace is "a gift of the Spirit" (Gal. 5.22) and "our
peace is Christ" @ph.2.14), "the Prince of peace " (Is 9.6). The Gospel "of
peace cannot be proclaimed" (Eph. 6. 15) if this treasure has not taken root
in the mind of the Apostle. Francis recommended that "peace is best
announced by the lips when it resides most plentifully in your
hearts...Everyone would be attracted to peace and goodness and the
harmony of your meekness (L3S 58).

The evangelical strategy that Francis taught disciples was to prepare

"the way of light and peace in the hearts of the faithful" (I-M, prol.). He
wished health and peace (cf EpRect l) and proposed that his followers
repeat the salutation of the Risen Lord: "Peace to you" (|n 20.19) or the
binomial !'Peace and all good things" (L3S 26) or "the peace of the Lord be

with you" (lCel 23).

This peace-oriented methodology is revealed effectively and often
induced "the enemies of peace... to become children of peace" (lCel 23).

Francis reflected on the ways of peace, indicating to his disciples the
modalities for becoming workers for peace. The sources offer many
testimonies as well as successes. Recall, by way of example, some episodes.

Francis safeguarded peace in the family of Brother John the simple (2Cel

190); the prodigious restoration of harmony between a husband and wife
(2Cel 38); the reconciliation between a servant and landlord (2Cel 89); the
peaceful attitude that converted the three thieves of Montecasale (Fior 26;

SP 66; LP 90); the peace pact between the bishop and the mayor of fusisi
(LP a$; the contribution of peace to Arezzo (2Cel 108); the peace arrived at

between factions in Siena (Fior I l). Francis also aimed to extinguish
animosity and to establish foundations for new pacts of peace (Thomas of
Spalato, Historia pont fi**). Emblematic is the pact with the wolf of Gubbio
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(Fior 21). Another later example is Francis' approach to the sultan Malik-el-
Kamil (1Cel57).

Francis \ ras not content with being "a worker for peace" but he also
formed his disciples for peace and its initiatives, namely to live the gift of
peace in their own heart, to proclaim the Gospel of peace and to effectively
work to establish peace. He sought peace with God, with humankind, and
with all creatures.

The pedagogy of peace, handed on by Francis in many ways and
entrusted to Franciscans, still searches for adequate acceptance and the
means of becoming sufficiently effective. The ecumenical encounter among
the twelve most representative religions, held in Assisi on October 27,1986,
in a climate of fraternal prayer, has revived many hopes. Francis still appears
as a man of peace and a prophet of peaceful ways. This is a sign that, while
still alive, Francis was a good sowerl

The extraordinary pedagogy of death

"When he realized that the hour of death was near, Francis
gathered the friars around himself and commanded them to sing to the Lord
with enthusiasm." To the best of his ability, he intoned psalm 141.2-8.Then
he asked that the Gospel be proclaimed fromJohn 13 "Before the feast of
Passover..." frulian of Speyer, Vita 69).

For many death is "terrible and hateful" (2Cel 217). For Francis it
was not only seen as a natural end but became "sister" (CantSol 12) and
friend, to be received festively. The dutiful time of death, the result of sin
and its breach with the source of life, becomes completely recast by Christ
though the key of the resurrection. It is an important moment with an
eternal resonance that is no longer terrifzing. For believers death's skeleton
is clothed with Spring and joy.

Francis wanted to educate everyone for this encounter with Sister
Death, "from which no one can escape" (cf CantSol). Respectfully he
pleaded with the rulers of people, who may be overwhelmed with many
worries, not to forget to prepare themselves for "the [approaching] day of
death" @pRect 3-6) He insistendy admonished "all religious, clerics and lay
Christians, male and female" (2EpFid l) so that they would not forget the
vanity of this world (2EpFid 69-71) which compromises "spirit and body"
(2EpFid 82-8s).
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The friars, taught by Francis, should in turn educate the Christian
people for death's arrival, recalling for them that "soon yotr will die,"
therefore "do penance, do good worls worthy of penance," "guard
yourselves and abstain from every evil and persevere in good until the end"
(RegNB 2l: 3-9). From the perspective of death "from which no one can

escape" (CantSol l2), all the faithful must spend their earthly lives well,
practicing the virtues (2EpFid 30-31).

Francis reflected "daily on the day of death's arrival" (SP 121). He
desired to "die lovingly." He received death with a song as Celano reports
from eyewitness testimony (2Cel 214). The Poverello knew that death

would be "the door of life" (2Ce1 217). Ultimately, then, Sister Death

arrived (cf2Cel2l7)t

Francis taught an entire generation to deal with death through his

own intense personal endeavor, the formation of his brothers, and his final
witness in welcoming her. He still remains a luminous example. In the

school of Francis, in the wake of the Gospel, death's arrival is neither
dramatic nor frightening. The believer is "happy either to live or to die" (SP

r22).

Conclusions

Francis of Assisi, educated in the school of the Gospel, became the

master of a multitude of disciples. Through the testimony of his life, his

writings and oral instructions (handed on to us from the biographical

sources), the Poverello developed a detailed plan for formation with
evangelical, christocentric, ecclesial, social, and earthly dimensions. Rich in

its humanity and attentive to inspiration from on high, Francis possessed an

original and sure personality so that he was able to effectively propose

dynamic values and models of behavior to his followers.

His objectives were clear and unhesitating: "This is what I want,

this is what I seek, this is what I desire to do with all my heart" (lCel 22).

The ways and means to attain these ideals, already referred to, are simple

and not the least bit complex. They are also molded to each one's capacity.

And they are often skillfully didactic formulations suitable for our times.

Francis effectively elaborated a methodology of love, reducing the

need for coercive participation to a minimum, a'llowing the desire for
indulgence to the maximum. Future formators would admire this "pedagogy

of love" of Pestalozzi or "the preventive system" of Don Bosco. Francis with
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his blessed intuition and continuous flirting with the Gospel foresaw these
trends.

Moreover, there is present and operative in Francis another
educational principle, later recognizedby the romantic teachers. It became a
core concept in the science of formation, namely, the centrality of the
person being educated, which turns formative interventions upside down. In
the sources the binomial superior-subject relationship is equivalent to that of
master-disciple. The superior is "the minister" who serves his brothers. The
minister has the delicate task of admonishing, proposing, visiting and
correcting the brothers with humility and charity (RegB 10.2). He must also
receive each person with good will, listen, advise, animate, and be merciful
in a climate of friendly familiarity (RegB 10.6-7). He concerns himself with
the perfection of the brothers: "And [he] must guard against becoming
angry and resentful..." (RegB 7:3).

Whoever guides others must do so with respect and discretion,
without invading the sanctuary of the other person's personality or doing
violence to the individual's specific inclinations. The human master must
constantly allow himselF to be confronted by the divine Master. God
providentially works interiorly and exteriorly, without offending or coercing
one's freedom. He illumines, proposes, assists, guide "fortiter suaviterque."
He also provides growth opportunities without repressing or replacing one's
personhoodl

Therefore, Francis's formative preoccupation revolved not only
around the subject-disciple, but also around the superior-master. The
educator must possess qualities that make him suitable to the pedagogical
task. Already close to his Transitus and solicitous about the future of his
followers, Francis oudined the ideal profile of the superior-master:
exemplary, discreet, esteemed, patient, free from particular sympathies,
zealous in prayer, balanced in dedicating his time to himself and his subjects,
at the disposal of his brothers, ready to listen and to provide for all with
affability. He must also be adorned with many others virtues (cf 2Cel: 185-
1 87).

Integral evangelical humanism also postulates a precise typology of
the disciple in relationship to the master. Francis repeatedly delineated these
requirements of a balanced Christian pedagogy.

The motivating ideal for the formator is the development of the
one being formed. The master must maximize the hidden native potential of
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the disciple, preventing and proposing, speeding up and slowing down,

always with considerate attention and loving respect'

The style of Francis of fusisi is fully realized and most effectively

revealed along these formative lines. Many followers, Franciscans and those

sfnpathetic with the movement, confirm that they continue to have

affection for the ideals and methodology of the Poverello. He is a

completely contemporary master, not only for the formative values he

proposes but also for his pedagogical strategies which employed the ways of
love and possessed the ability to wait in patience.

Those destined for Francis's formative action were numerous and

varied:

- First of all, Francis completed his own education in the school of
the Divine Master;

- formed the friars, given to him by the Lord, to the fullness of
evangelical life and the apostolic mission;

- He inspired consecrated sisters to a joyful and total dedication to
the Beloved;

- He educated the Christian people to better discover the Christ

of the Gospels. He also indicated the norms for a more intense evangelical

life. This lay spirituality which he pioneered is held in high esteem since the

Second Vatican Council.

All are called to be the ground on which fruitful seed falls and takes

root (cf Mt 13.3-9,18-23). Nl are "prompted to fulfill the will of the Lord
and to please Him" (RegNB 22.9)by guarding the words, the life and the

doctrine of the holy Gospel (cf RegNB 22.43).

Fully enlightened, Francis wanted his followers not only to seek

evangelical perfection but also to promote the integral development of the

human person, individually, fraternally and socially. The many and varied

formative proposals, scattered throughout his writings and testified to in his

biographies. The human and the divine are increasingly united. Nature and

grace meet. An opposition between spirit and matter, between the earth and

the eschatological world, creation and Creator, human science and

revelation does not exist. Francis overcame dualistism and the antagonism

between body and spirit which emerged many times in the course of history,

for example among the Manicheans and Cathari. All values become

formative. Nothing positive is eliminated from a healthy pedagogy. that
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molds existential humankind. Moreover, nobody is privileged and nobody is
excluded from this complete itinerary. The Laity are included!

Franciscanism, then, seen in all its dimensions and in all its
members, is a religious movement that guides humankind to spiritual
perfection. It provides an original educational methodology that proposes
full and balanced human development through a sensitivity to the value of
earthly truth, a careful reading of the signs of the times, an openness to
fraternity, and an availability to share joys and sorrows in a constructive way.

The Itinerary towards God involves the whole person in a concrete
program consisting of personal faith involvement and value articulation.
Francis's anthropological horizon hinges upon fundamental earthly and
graceful values, which re-enforce the resources of the human person and
which assists the person to fully mature according to the stature of Christ (cf
Eph 4.13). "The way of truth and perfection" (lCel 91) reaches fullness on
the wings of love through the collaborative efforts of God, the master, and
the one being formed.

Francis, "who marvelously renewed the world by word and
example, life and doctrine" (lCel 151), is perceived even today to be father
and master of all his disciples, especially of those who "follow his footsteps
from far away" (2Ce1224), so that everyone can realize human and Christian
perfection.


